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Abstract
Identifying social media influencers in a given domain is considered key to building a brand’s
reputation. Influencers are opinion makers who play a critical role in determining the dynamics
with which information spreads across a social network. In Twitter, a large number of followers
is considered a fundamental indicator to discover influencers. The assumption is that a user
with a large number of followers has a large audience and, thus, is more likely to influence the
opinion of people in any given domain. Our claim is that influencers can exert an influence
only when the content that they share is considered interesting by their followers. In this paper,
we propose a content-based measure of influence, called COAX that includes, but is not limited
to the number of followers. COAX is tested on a sample of over 10.000 users from random
domains according to the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Preliminary results show how
COAX can provide a ranking that is significantly different from that obtained by means of the
number of followers alone.
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1. Introduction
Identifying social media influencers in a given domain is considered key to building a
brand’s reputation (Bruni L. , 2014). Influencers are opinion makers who play a
critical role in determining the dynamics with which information spreads across a
social network. In Twitter, a large number of followers is considered a fundamental
indicator to discover influencers. The assumption is that a user with a large number of
followers has a large audience and, thus, is more likely to influence the opinion of
people in any given domain.
Our claim is that influencers can exert an influence only when the content that they
share is considered interesting by their followers. As a consequence, they are
influential in selected domains where they have the capability to share interesting
content. The previous academic literature supports our claim by showing how a
variety of variables describing content can have an impact on the probability with
which content itself is shared. For example, in (Bruni, Francalanci, & Giacomazzi,
2013) the authors claim that linking multimedia content in a Tweet increases the
average number of retweets. In (Boyd, Golde, & Lotan, 2010) authors note that a
content that has had an impact on a user’s mind is shared. In (Suh, Hong, Pirolli, &
Chi, 2010) authors discover how most content is retweeted only once and (Ota,
Maruyama, & Terada, 2012) introduces the concept of depth of retweets to measure
the impact of the original tweet. Overall, the academic literature is heading towards
the concept of influence, i.e. the actual impact that a tweeter has on his audience and
on other users that they are not directly connected with.

In this paper, we propose a content-based measure of influence, called COAX that
includes, but is not limited to the number of followers. The number of followees,
favorites, tweets, listed, mentions, urls, hashtags, retweets and favorited are
considered in conjunction with the more traditional number of followers. COAX is
tested on a sample of over 10.000 users from random domains according to the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Preliminary results show how COAX can provide
a ranking that is significantly different from that obtained by means of the number of
followers alone. They also show that the methodology is very robust, as proved by the
sensitivity analysis.

2. COAX: A framework to build Influence Metrics with AHP
Introduction
Our starting point has been the collection of a dataset of 11466 Twitter active users.
The information gathered for each of them is the number of followers, following (the
people they are following), lists he is member/owner of, tweets and tweets the user
marked as favorite; for each user we further collected the number of retweets of his
last 100 tweets, times tweets were marked as favorite, hashtags used, url’s used and
people the user mentioned.
Our goal was to provide a ranking algorithm based on this information, which would
help identifying influencers or important tweeters. (Metra, 2014) In order to achieve
this goal we used the Analytical Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1980) to provide us with
specific weights for each parameter of the data collected. AHP requires a specific
problem setup composed of two steps: 1) define the aggregation criteria, i.e. divide
variables in categories and subcategories as shown in Fig.1; 2) define the objective,
i.e. discover appropriate weights for our parameters related to Tweeter activity.
1.

Variable operationalization and aggregation criteria

Fig. 1. Hierarchical aggregation of variables.

We decided to use 10 parameters based on tweeter and tweet activity. Our attention is
limited to active tweeters, meaning people who use twitter actively, almost on a daily
basis. Studies have shown that having a frequency of two or less tweets per day
makes a user be not a spammer but an active one and most probably a person who is
quite influential. In our dataset, the last time the user was active in twitter by posting a
tweet is at least 120 days. We have selected the following categories:

Tweeter Activity: This category includes all the parameters that are totals (sum)
related to the tweeter such as number of favorite tweets (#favorites), number of
followers (#followers), number of people that the tweeter is following (#following),
number of lists the tweeter is owner of/member of (#lists) and total number of tweets
posted from the tweeter (#tweets). Tweets Activity: This category includes all the
parameters which were obtained as a sum for the last 100 tweets of each tweeter. It is
composed of the total number of how many times the last 100 tweets of the tweeter
have been marked as favorite by other tweeters (#favorited), total number of how
many times the last 100 tweets of the tweeter have been retweeted (#retweets), total
number of URL’s used in the last 100 tweets (#urls), total number of people
mentioned in the last 100 tweets (#mentions) and total number of hashtags used in the
last 100 tweets (#hashtags).These two categories are also divided both in two
subcategories:
Behavioral: Behavioral parameters are considered the ones that are a consequence of
the tweeter’s actions. Non-behavioral: Non-behavioral parameters are considered
those which are a consequence other tweeters’ actions with respect to a specific
tweeter.
2.

Data sample

The final dataset to test COAX contains 11.466 active users; we used 9000x2 API
calls, 2000 API calls less then what we had calculated in the worst case. Data
collection started 22/01/2014 at 18:15 and ended 24/10/2014 at 17.30; so a total of
approximately 47 hours, 7 hours less than the worst case. The following tables
summarize descriptive statistics regarding the Tweeter and Tweet activity of the
11466 users.

Table 1. Tweeter and Tweets Activity Descriptive Statistics

Compare Criteria
Relative Importance Table and Priority Vector Calculation
In order to build relative importance tables must be calculated, we needed to compare
our criteria in a pairwise fashion. Pairwise comparisons are quantified by using a
scale, which is a one-to-one mapping between the set of discrete linguistic choices
available to the decision maker and a discrete set of numbers which represent the

importance, or weight, of the previous linguistic choices. According to this scale, the
available values for the pairwise comparisons are members of the set: {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9} (Saaty, 1980)
The next step is to extract the relative importance’s implied by the comparisons (see
Table 2.) Saaty asserts that to address this problem one has to estimate the right
principal eigenvector of the previous matrices. Given a judgment matrix with pairwise
comparisons, the corresponding maximum left eigenvector is approximated by using
the geometric mean of each row.
Relative Importance Tables and final priority vector of Tweeter and Tweets Activity
Parameters

Table 2. Relative Importance Tables, the first second and third level

These tables represent the relative importance tables in the first, second and third
level. The values of importance have been decided by the authors of this paper. A
detailed discussion can be found in (Metra, 2014). To get the final ranking, for each
tweeter we perform the weighted sum of the parameters, based on the Weight Vector
presented in the previous diagram.
Results and Sensitivity Analysis
We performed a sensitivity analysis of our judgments integer values by decreasing
them by one (so we have more than 10% tweak in the parameter value), one at a time
for each judgment done with respect to our 10 parameters. That means that at the third
level we performed ten changes.
Tweaking parameters maintains the stability of the rankings (see Table 3). In all the
cases, the percentage of no changes and slight changes reaches a minimum of 66% by
considering also the first level of changes, which as earlier described introduces a
larger amount of changes. Throughout all the other levels, this percentage is always
greater than 80%.

Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis, Summary Table

3. Discussion and Conclusions
COAX introduces compelling tasks and research, as how to address in a proper way
an influence metric. In particular the results enforce the need for an influence metric
that is prescriptive, comprehensive, general and mathematical.
These results have an impact on the academic literature since they provide an
innovative methodology to calculate and parameterize influence. Such results fill in
the gap that existed until now in the research with respect to influence and introduces
further research challenges. They also have an impact on practitioners since it
provides a disclosed framework, applicable to any domain, very easy to implement,
robust and more reliable.
A fundamental result of COAX was the fact that the ranking proposed is much
different from the ranking based on the number of followers. Major changes in
ranking happen when the judgments in the first level change, as the weights of AHP
are more sensitive to them. We need to have very precise judgments especially
regarding the first level of the hierarchy of our parameters.
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